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Zronon lights for use in growing plants 100W LED Grow
Light Bulb

$18.99

Qty 1

ADD TO CART  

Product Code: 7Y-2783-8EMB

Availability: In Stock

First Available: 2022-07-07

Brand: Zronon
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Zronon lights for use in growing plants 100W LED Grow Light Bulb

【Full Spectrum LED Grow Light】The full spectrum grow light bulb has 200 2835SMD efficient LED chips: 170 warm light + 30 blue light . Provides the UV and infrared wavelengths that

plant need ,Improve photosynthesis and promote healthy plant growth.

【Larger Illumination Area】The 100W led grow light bulb with 160°beam angle focus the light downwards for maximum coverage. It fits for all kinds of indoor

vegetables,flowers,succulents,bonsai,pot plant,etc.It gets them grow rapidly and healthily.

【Super Heat Dissipation】LED grow light bulbs are made of metal aluminum radiator shell and umbrella shaped, which can heat the heat efficiently and efficiently. 100W equivalent actual

power consumption is about 20W, which means low power consumption, high luminous efficiency, longer service life and higher energy efficiency.

【Easy to Use & Long Life】This 100W plant lamp design standards E26 E27 socket, Installation is very convenient, just screw In socket, pros of 100W LED grow light bulb is normal light

fixture compatible,Better Quanlity-Zronon grow light’s lifespan is 50,000hrs.

【1 Year Guarantee】 We focus on LED grow lights, Flowlamp grow light 12 Months warranty,30 days return guarantee,100% money back.If you have any question, please contact us, your

question will be replied within 24hours.

Product Description

100W LED Plant Grow Light bulb

The Zronon LED grow light bulb is a full-spectrum plant grow light. This can avoid you to buy different growth lamps at different stages of the plant growth cycle, which can save you multiple

purchase costs. You can not only save money, but also save electricity costs. The lamp is powered by LED technology, which means that only 20W of power is used, but it still produces the

same brightness as a 100W incandescent bulb.

grow light bulb

100W LED Plant Growth Light

Sunlike Plant Light Bulb

Feature:

Full spectrum: A reasonable ratio of warm and blue light can provide effective light wavelength, thereby enhancing photosynthesis and improving the healthy growth of plants.

Durable: LED growth bulbs are made of high-quality materials, are not easy to break, and dissipate heat quickly.

Energy saving: The luminous power is strong, equivalent to 100 watts, and the actual power consumption is about 20W, which can save electricity.

24/7 : If there is any problem, our team will be happy to help you.

LED Quantity: 200pcs

Wattage: 100W

Base Type: E26/E27

Lifetime: 50000 hours

Beam angle: 160°

Item Type: 2835SMD LED Grow Light Bulb

Lumens: 4000- 5000

Input Voltage: AC85-265V

Radiating

Good heat dissipation performance, longer lifetime, maximum 50,000 hours of use time

100W Full Spectrum LED Growth Bulb:

1. Full spectrum plant lights do not need to switch lights at different stages of growth.

2.200 LEDs ensure your plant gets the best light mixing.

E26/27 Easy installation

Our LED grow light bulb use E26 / E27 base, tighten the bulb and turn it on. No other equipment is needed and it can be used directly.

Manufacturer  Zronon 

Is Discontinued By Manufacturer No
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